AI Business Applications for
Retail Banking
#BuiltOnAI

Are you struggling to take your AI adoption
journey beyond silo POCs to ensure ROI on
your investment?

Do you want to adopt AI to gain competitive
edge without worrying about the scarcity of
skilled resources?

Would you rather focus on achieving measurable
business outcomes & clear off the hassles of an
elaborate Data Science project?

AI Business Applications for Retail Banking
#BuiltOnAI

Accurate Fraud Detection
An Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) enabled application that
improves the accuracy of fraud detection
and effectiveness of detecting emerging
patterns. The application reduces false
positives, identify fraudulent transactions
in real time thereby, reducing losses.

In the Vineyard

Matured

Intelligent Collection Systems
CollectEdge
A data driven intelligence platform
powered by Machine Learning that
helps our clients reduce delinquency
rates and improve recoveries, stay
compliant and lower operational cost
through an intuitive experience.

Accelerate Loan Fulfillment
Reduce the overall cycle time and cost
in the fulfillment process. Ensure higher
visibility for customers.

Business Applications #BuiltOnAI
Business Applications are bite sized, purpose built Apps designed to alleviate your adoption
challenges. They leverage AI to solve specific business problems using structured data from
existing systems of records and unstructured data from internal and external sources. Each
of the AI Business Applications come with prebuilt data models and are quick to deploy and
easy to use.
Value from these apps manifests in one or more of the following ways:

Driving decisions

Enhancing experience

Enhancing business metrics by driving
meaningful and relevant process
improvements

To know more about CollectEdge visit www.edgeverve.com/collectedge or send your request to contact@edgeverve.com

About EdgeVerve
At EdgeVerve, we are making constant strides towards transforming enterprises by providing AI enabled Business Applications, leveraging the Infosys Nia™
Platform with capabilities across the Automation continuum. With the advent of cognitive automation, we believe this three pronged strategy will drive our
clients to the future.
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